
Do you love to inspire and create content for social media? And do you dream of an internship in the fashion industry, where the tasks range 

from SoMe captions and videoproduction to graphic design? Then you might be Redefined Fashion’s next intern.

We are looking for a passionate SoMe intern, who can contribute to strengthening and optimizing our platforms with creative and 

aesthetically pleasing content. In collaboration with the marketing team, you will be responsible for planning and developing video and still 

content for our SoMe platforms, which is why it is essential that you have a can-do-attitude and can structure your own time.

PRIMARY TASKS

• Develop inspiring content for SoMe platforms.

• Influencer search and contact.

• Assist on photoshoots and with events.

• Ad hoc tasks.

ABOUT YOU

We have no specific demands for education, but we imagine that you are studying a creative eduction, have a good aesthetic sense and 

is updated with the latest trends within the fashion culture. We expect you to have knowledge of Adobe programs, such as InDesign, 

Photoshop and Premiere Pro, and a natural flare for IT.

OUR EXPECTATIONS

• You are proactive.

• You know good aeshetics and have a commercial and creative mindset.

• You have a natural interest in fashion and the newest trends.

• You are well-spoken and well-written in both English

• You are out-going and thrive in a dynamic and social working environment.

IS IT YOU THAT WE’RE MISSING?

Our intern position is unpaid, and we imagine a timeframe of 3-6 months, beginning in the start of 2023. During the entire intership, there 

will be free lunches, snacks, coffee and tea. If you are interested in the intern position, then send us your motivated application, CV and 

other relevant documents.

Remember to include your desired intern period.

Want to apply or have questions? Feel free to contect us at julia@redefinedfashion.dk  

SOME INTERN POSITION

About Redefined Fashion
Redefined Fashion, located in Ikast, Midtjylland, is the mother company of 6 strong fashion brands for women: 
Minus, DESIRES, Peppercorn, BEYOND NOW, ONCE og White and More. Our overall foundation is ”Female power”. 
The feminine and soft values combined with a professional approach to business make us a strong and different 
player on the market.




